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Celebrating success
at Portsmouth High School GDST

Girls at Portsmouth High School
celebrated success in their examination
results this summer after another
challenging
year.
Headmistress
Jane Prescott
said ‘After a
second year
of coping with
COVID-19 our
students have
shown how
resilient they
are and how
a pandemic has not deterred them from
pursuing their onward journeys’.
‘Our GCSE and A Level students have
worked very hard and deserve their success
and, with the support of their teachers and
families, are justified in celebrating their
achievements. We wish all our sixth form
leavers every success in their future journey
beyond PHS.’

Welcome from the Headmistress

There is much to
celebrate in this edition
which focuses on
helping others and
making the most of
opportunities despite
the pandemic.

We were delighted to
celebrate the success of our
GCSE and A Level students
this summer. Students coped
admirably with another
year of challenging times.
Their determination and
resilience meant that they
adapted quickly to changing
circumstances and worked
hard to achieve success.
PHS is always keen to keep
current and modern. Our
diversity and inclusion group
have been instrumental in
helping make sure the school
is meeting the commitment
to our Undivided Charter.

The school’s Gifted Able Talented and Enrichment
(GATE) programme has gone from strength to strength
this term. GATE is designed to extend pupils’ knowledge
beyond the curriculum and provides a rich and varied
range of activities for different learning styles.
The aim is to give pupils
the opportunity to take
responsibility for a project,
a challenge, or enter a
competition to show
confidence in themselves and
explore and push their own
intellectual boundaries within
the context of working
independently.
GATE has its own web
pages available to everyone
in school. The information
includes deep thinking, an
area promoting certificates
to be earned over several
weeks or months; food for
thought, an area for one or
two week/weekend activities
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to encourage creativity and
thinking outside of the box;
as well as a competition zone
and more.
The BIG competition is
focused on inclusivity: each
term a new competition is
encouraged for all pupils to
enter. In the first competition
pupils were encouraged
to enter Southampton
University’s national Defend
the Skin competition
to create a game that
illustrates the workings of
the skin’s immune system.
Each game was judged
by an expert panel of
biologists, dermatologists,

Through various Gifted and
Talented opportunities there
was huge success across
a range of competitions
over the summer. Our
GATE (Gifted and Talented
Enrichment) programme
goes from strength to
strength.

We are excited to be
planning a new sports
surface at the senior
school for PE lessons,
co-curricular activities
and matches. Further
details of this exciting
new development will be
available shortly.

Pupils also helped those less
fortunate than themselves
and should be proud of the
money raised and especially
for the sixth form chosen
charity, The Elizabeth
Foundation, which supports
children with hearing loss.

It would not have been
possible to do more and
you will see from these
pages just how involved,

computer scientists and
mathematicians. We are
delighted to announce that
three PHS teams, Effie,
Immy and Scarlett, who have
independently designed and
produced a board game,
successfully continued to the
final and have been invited
to present their games in
the Board Games Café, in
Southampton, once the
present COVID restrictions
are lifted.

Portsmouth High School
students were selected to
receive a partial scholarship
to attend the Immerse
Education Summer
Programmes in 2021. One
of our Year 9 pupils and also
Anisa and Olivia, both in
Year 12, were recognised
as submitting some of the
highest calibre of entries this
year.

The second BIG competition
aimed to hone literary
scholars to enter the
Immerse Education Essay
Competition. The prize for
this prestigious competition
was the opportunity to
attend the Immerse Summer
School in Oxford or
Cambridge. This competition
gives students the chance
to submit essay responses
relating to their chosen
subject. Titles this year
included: Is the UN still
relevant? Is psychology a
science? What are the main
causes of war? What does
justice mean? Who is the
greatest female role model
of the 21st Century?
The school is delighted
to announce that three

Portsmouth High School’s
GATE Co-ordinator, Dr
Stockton-Chalk said, ‘Being
awarded a scholarship not
only means that Portsmouth
High School pupils are
able to attend an Immerse
Summer Programme at a
reduced cost, there are
also a number of long term
benefits that this win has
afforded. It will help with
UCAS applications and
future scholarship and
educational sponsorship
opportunities’.
‘I would like to congratulate
them on their tremendous
success. I hope their
achievements will inspire
more students from across
our school to get involved
with the many opportunities
our GATE programme
offers’.

Creative arts flourish
in lockdown
and beyond

Lockdown has had a positive side for the music department. Live steaming has
opened up the audience and the school has been able to bring its music to people
who would otherwise be unable to hear our talented pupils perform.
Over the past year the school has live streamed three
concerts, a carol service and numerous other events,
including last year’s House Music competition which was
judged by West End Star Laura Pick.

A spectacular Gala Concert

This year’s Gala Concert took place online in February when
over 100 senior school musicians joined together to create an
unforgettable occasion. Soloists were joined by the school’s
finest vocal and instrumental ensembles, including jazz band,
rock group and Canatabile. A real highlight was Year 13 music
scholar Kendra deftly playing Schubert.
Comments on the concert were effusive, ‘so many highlights I
can’t pick one out!’ said one proud teacher. The overwhelming
favourite among the audience was the Music Theatre Club’s
performance of Six, a modern musical telling of the lives of
Henry VIII’s wives.

Art in Lockdown

The concert was produced by Director of Music, Mr George
Tinsley, who said: ‘This year is different, but different can
also mean spectacularly good. After the school watched
the concert yesterday, I woke up the next day to see that
hundreds of people from around the world had viewed the
concert from as far away as Mississippi in the USA.’

Scholars and Leavers Concert

In April the prestigious Scholars and Leavers Concert was
performed in the hall and streamed live to the rest of the
school and family members at home.
Musical works ranging from sophisticated sonatas to swinging
piano solos and well-loved show tunes were enjoyed. One
Year 7 spectator enthused, ‘I liked Holly’s song, How Far I’ll
Go. I never knew it was an ‘I want’ song’. Another favourite
was Martha’s heartfelt song from Waitress. The concert ended
with a group performance from Cantabile, the school’s elite
advanced singing group.

The talents of our art students continue to blossom and lockdown was no
barrier to creativity. Art teacher Mrs Noble posted art materials to her
students and girls were resourceful with materials of their own from home.

Ceramics Club takes on a bug theme

A fasicnating Dali study by Emma in Year 10

Once back in school,
co-curricular clubs were
soon up and running.
Ceramacists started a
new project of creating
bug-themed models
highlighting the beauty of
these miniature beasts
and the intricate detail
of their characteristics.
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Dr Sarah Filer looks at the
representation of women in
science in the past and present

STEM careers are for women
‘Schools are in a prime position to highlight the fantastic work
of female scientists today and not just of the past.’
This year we have celebrated both International Women’s Day
and International Women and Girls in Science Day.
To celebrate these events I wanted to highlight to students the
importance of encouraging females to consider STEM careers.
Having been a female scientist in a male dominant environment
in my previous career, I have always been very aware of the
under representation of females. I still vividly remember
the single female lecturer on my undergraduate course.
Fortunately, by the time I left my research career the situation
had improved with many more women gaining doctorates
and undertaking research careers but females were still under
represented in senior roles. Once entering the teaching
profession, it was partly my passion to inspire females that led
me to working at PHS, a school where I knew I would be able
to have the most impact.
Today the figures are encouraging for science. Recent data
shows approximately 45% of science roles are occupied by
women and this is increasing year on year. However, the figures
are not so encouraging for all STEM careers with women
making up less than 25% of the workforce.
So what can we do? A very crude and simple Google™ image
search for all STEM careers suggests that social media is
doing its bit to reduce the gender gap. All searches, with the
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exception of physicists, showed females in at least 50% of the
images. Schools have days to celebrate women in science and
it is often at the forefront of media discussions. However, I
believe more needs to be done.
If you ask students and the general public alike to name a
famous female scientist most will be able to name at least one
(I’ll let you guess who that would be). However, how many
could name a female scientist who is changing the world
today? There are plenty but unlike their male counterparts
they are not prominent media figures.
I strongly believe that to encourage young females to enter
STEM careers they need role models to whom they can
relate. I am not denying that our history is important and
these historical female scientists deserve to be celebrated.
However if we wish to encourage more females to enter
STEM professions they need to see females as common
place in these careers. Schools are in a prime position to
highlight the fantastic work of female scientists today and
not just of the past. I know I will be thinking hard about
how I can showcase the work of women in STEM more
often throughout my teaching and not just on special days
throughout the year.
Dr Sarah Filer, Science Teacher

Chemistry
Olympiad Success
Our cohort of strong,
excellent chemists hold
offers for places at Bristol
for chemistry, for example,
and it is exciting to see their
enjoyment of the subject
translating into a desire to
take the subject to degree
level.
Some girls chose to
enter the Chemistry
Olympiad Competition,
run by Royal Society of
Chemistry. This is a tough
and extremely challenging
competition. Entrants are
required to apply their
chemistry knowledge to
questions on relevant
science such as capturing
carbon, Donald Trump
and hydroxychloroquine,
and even a question on
social distancing between
molecules.
Kendra and Amelia gained
a silver award which was
achieved by only 23% of
all entries across the UK.
Phoebe, Rebecca and Isobel
were awarded bronze.

Eco Sixth Form team
lead assembly
The Eco Sixth Form team
led an assembly this term on
sustainability in and out of
school to raise awareness of
what we can do as individuals
and as a school.
‘I talked about individual
things people can do such as
making sure you’re recycling
properly, not wasting
electricity by leaving lights
on, wearing reusable masks,
and even downloading apps
such as Good on You that
tells you how sustainable a
clothing brand is, and Eco
Buddy which tracks your
carbon footprint.’
Lauren Year 12

Positivity and well-being
Year 12 psychologists evaluate lockdown
As part of their A Level course,
Year 12 psychologists design
and send out a questionnaire
investigating peoples’ attitudes
to a chosen area of research,
analyse the results and evaluate
the methodology. This year the
girls investigated attitudes to
lockdown. The online questionnaire
was carefully constructed to take into account ethical
considerations and sent out to the sixth form and senior
school staff.
The results were overwhelmingly positive. Most of the 67
participants who responded had taken up a new hobby; these
included arts and crafts, running and learning a new language.
Cooking and baking were also popular. Exercise and reading
were the two things people most wished they had committed
more time to and there were many ideas shared about what
had been learned from previous lockdowns, from keeping in
touch with friends to spending more time doing exercise.
Musical inspiration was found through listening to songs:
I want to break free by Queen, Times like these by the FOO
Fighters, Happy by Pharrell Williams and Don’t stand so close
to me by The Police were mentioned. Most respondents said
that they were ‘extremely likely’ to carry on with their new
hobbies after lockdown, they ‘agreed’ that lockdown had
been productive and, unsurprisingly, ‘strongly agreed’ that
the amount of online content they consumed in a week had
increased significantly. Revealingly, one question asked, ‘What
do you feel helped boost your wellbeing during lockdown?’
and responses included daily exercise, more family time,
school continuing through the online provision of guided
home learning and being more productive with free time.
Lockdown, as an overall experience, was judged as being ‘okay’
or ‘quite good’ by most participants.
This research demonstrated how well-being is enhanced
through a positive mental attitude. Within the humanities
faculty we have shared our methods of coping during
lockdown. I have started running and having completed the
5K challenge am now targeting 10K. Mrs Hostler has taken
up painting by numbers, with her first masterpiece being this
colourful giraffe. Mrs Price is learning Swedish, with the hope
that one day she might be able to watch Scandi crime dramas
without subtitles. Miss Scovell has been extending her French
vocabulary by watching Spiral on BBC4.
Although this questionnaire focused on the positives and
demonstrated just how many opportunities it has also
provided, lockdown has been hard for each and every one of
us. Every year early in the spring term we have a wellbeing
and positivity week. During this time we focus on being kind
to ourselves, others and the wider community which lifts our
spirits and gives us all a greater sense of well-being.

Well-being
ambassadors make
a difference
Many of the girls in Year
12 have recently taken
on the role of well-being
ambassador. Their aim is
to help the lower years
with positive mental
health and well-being.
The ambassadors have
split into three teams;
each team has a different
focus - general well-being,
running drop-in sessions
and advocacy. The teams
hope to cover all aspects
of well-being and help in
any way possible. Each
group has a variety of
different activities such
as one to one sessions,
group discussions and
even mindful colouring.

Jasmine helps
with mental health
Jasmine in Year 8 is
currently involved with
the Crystal Kingdom
Social Enterprise and
is hoping to help with
improving mental health
in young people. Jasmine
will be leading free
mental health workshops
in local schools (the first
is at Portsmouth High
Prep School) to help
young children learn how
to have good mental
health.
Jasmine raised money
through a raffle where
the proceeds went
straight back into
the Crystal Kingdom
Enterprise to facilitate
these school workshops.
Well done Jasmine for
raising awareness of the
importance of mental
health issues in young
people.

Mrs Gemma Griffiths, Pysychology Teacher
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Beyond the curriculum
and the world of work

Beyond the
curriculum with
a crime scene
investigator
Girls in the sixth form
received a thrilling
insight into academic
research in crime
scene investigation
science from Dr
Helen McGonigal and
Mrs Selina Robinson
from the University of
Portsmouth.
Mrs Robinson talked
about her experiences
as a crime scene
investigator, which
sounded thrilling and
she told us about one
of her investigations
where things didn’t
look as they seemed.
She then spoke to
us about her work
creating virtual reality
crime scenes to
help students and
police with hands-on
experience during
lockdown.
Dr McGonigal showed
us the different ways
you can tell how
long a body has been
deceased, by the
different stages of
decomposition and
the different insects
you may find on the
body. Although a little
gruesome at times,
both talks were really
engaging and gave us a
great insight into the
work of academics.
Thalia,Year 12
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Aspire day sparks spirit of adventure
Year 11 girls celebrated the end of their spring
online assessment period with a virtual ‘Aspire
Day’ which included a presentation from British
adventurer and writer, Charlie Walker.
Aged just 22, Charlie set out on a bicycle journey that
was to span 4 years and cover more than 40,000 miles
through 60 countries. It was his first long journey and he
had many challenges on the road including crossing the
Sahara twice, pedalling illegally through Tibet in winter,
and battling with mosquitos and churned mud roads in a
Central African monsoon.
Mrs Wood, Head of Year 11, said, ‘During lockdown our
pupils’ worlds shrank dramatically as they stayed safely
at home. I wanted to give them the opportunity to
revisit the great outdoors (albeit through the power
of technology for the time being) and consider the
opportunities and excitements that await them in the
future. Charlie’s presentation was so inspiring and has
certainly helped spark the flame of adventure’.
As part of the day Year 11 students were asked to plan
their own adventure and present ideas to their peers. The
prize winning entries were a fabulous trip on a quadruple
bike down the Pan American Highway from Alaska to
Argentina (Emily, Lottie, Maddie and Annice in 11P), a trip
to fashion cities and sweatshops to film a documentary
to persuade people to change their habits (Christina,
Beth, Georgie and Phoebe 11H) and a visit to the Seven
Wonders of the Modern World (Rhuksar, Poppy, Diyaa
and Nell 11S).

Co-curricular clubs add so much value

There are a huge variety of co-curricular clubs on offer
at Portsmouth High School. From coding to ceramics, and
climbing to cross-stitch, there is something to spark the
interest of every girl. The variety on offer is constantly
evolving too driven by the interests of the girls.
Co-curricular clubs are such an important addition to
the school day. They promote new interests, enable girls
to acquire new skills, encourage teamwork and develop
organisational skills. Last, but not least, they give the
chance to relax and wind down promoting the well-being
of every pupil.

Girls Like You

This year’s careers
event ‘Girls like
you’ took place
online this year with
alumnae sharing their
experiences of the
world of work to give
current pupils insight
into opportunities
after school.

Ellie, (Class of 2014),
and a Physician
Associate at St Mary’s
Hospital on the Isle
of Wight, started the
week. Other alumnae
followed giving insight
into a diverse range
of opportunities from
research to law and
project management
to mental health and
well-being.
The message from all
our alumnae has been
consistent; it does not
matter if you do not
know what you want
to do at the moment,
take every opportunity
that is presented to
you with both hands.
Do not be afraid to
diverge from the path
and do what feels right
for you.

Hannah shortlisted for GDST Minerva Prize

Double success for Anisa

Year 13 student Hannah
was runner-up in the 2021
GDST Minerva Prize, one of
the GDST’s most prestigious
prizes, which is awarded
for outstanding all-round
excellence.

Year 12 student Anisa has
been selected as a member
of the European Youth
Parliament UK.

Across all GDST schools
applications were received
and this year more than
ever, the standard was
exceptionally high, meaning
the committee faced
an incredibly difficult task in deciding the shortlist.
Well done Hannah on reaching the final stage of such a
prestigious competition.

Florence wins
HART prize

Anisa’s law essay wins
an award
Anisa also won the January
round of the Immerse Essay
writing competition.
Anisa was one of ‘thousands
of entries from across the
world’ and her law essay has won her a considerable
discount to attend a summer school programme in
Oxford this summer.

Celebrating
achievements

London School of
Economics success

across the school

Year 7 pupils win regional Census Award
Florence in Year 9
won first place in the
Humanitarian Aid
Relief Trust (HART)
junior creative category
competition with her
essay ‘Innocence’.
The HART prize for human
rights aims to raise awareness
of conflict, poverty and
human rights abuses amongst
young people in the UK,
particularly situations which
are under represented in
the mainstream media and
encourages young people to
examine and engage critically
with human rights issues
by conducting independent
research, and producing
written or creative pieces.
Florence’s full essay can
be read in the ‘From the
classroom’ section on the
school website.

Congratulations to Year 7 pupils Lila, Jessica, Amelie
and Thaaniya who have been chosen as regional
winners for the ‘It’s Our Story’ competition from the
Census Secondary Education Programme.
Their entry will be captured for the public record in the
National Archives catalogue and accessible to everyone,
now and in the future. The girls were proud to have won
and they received a certificate to commend them on
their exemplary submission.

Ruby in Year 13 was
awarded the GDST
bursary for the London
School of Economics
summer school.
Applications were invited from
Year 13 students across the
GDST and Ruby was delighted
to have been selected. She will
join students from around the
world to study The Wealth
(and Poverty) of Nations:
Global Economic Development
Past and Present.
Ruby said: ‘I couldn’t believe
it when I heard I had been
awarded a place at LSE. I
couldn’t wait to go to London
to meet the other people. It
was a fantastic pre-cursor to
the Philosophy, Politics and
Economics degree I am going
on to do. I’m so grateful to the
GDST and Portsmouth High
School for providing me with
this amazing opportunity.’
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News in Brief...
Diversity and Inclusion
The Diversity and Inclusion working party, which was set
up in September of 2020, meet online twice a term. The
group is made up of staff, governors, parents, girls and
alumnae and chaired by an alumna of the Class of 2014.
As a school we are constantly looking at the way in which
we make ourselves as inclusive and diverse as possible. The
group is working alongside the school to help find new
ways of opening up conversations with pupils on diversity
and inclusion issues. This is part of a wider GDST group
called Undivided which, amongst other strands, is providing
compulsory training for staff on topics such as unconscious
bias.
Our curriculum is modern and constantly evolving to
include the latest thinking and for example, some modern
texts in English but we are open to suggestions as to how
this could be broadened.

Year 7 talk about Ramadan
Ramadan Mubarak! This was the message from Year 7 pupils
Farah, Alayna, Dania and Anina when they presented a special
assembly to tell their year group about the holy month.
The Year 7 learned first hand about the five pillars of Islam and
the symbolism and significance of fasting and celebrating the
holy month. The girls spoke about their routines at this special
time which includes staying up very late to eat and pray as
well as rising at 3 or 4am to pray and eat before the sun rises.
Thank you to the girls for giving us all a greater understanding
of this special time.

Fundraising success for Head Girls
The Head Girl team were delighted to announce this term
that, despite the restrictions imposed by COVID-19, they have
raised a staggering £3405.71 for the Elizabeth Foundation.
Well done to the team for inspiring the support of the whole
school community to raise such a tremendous sum of money
for a very worthwhile cause.

Total

£3405.71

PHS celebrates 139 years
Portsmouth High School celebrated its 139th birthday with
a special online service shared across the school community.
This year’s birthday service theme was ‘faster, higher, stronger’
focusing on a belief in our own strength and that of others to
carry us through difficult times.
Thank you to Olivia in Year 10 for creating a wonderful school
birthday cake celebrating the beauty of the daffodil, the school
flower. Olivia’s cake also won the House Bake Off at the end
of last half of term.

Where girls learn without limits
The Girls’ Day School Trust is a family of 25 schools where
girls learn without limits. As specialists in girls’ education,
GDST schools tailor their teaching to the way girls learn best.
They learn to be confident, happy and fearless with the belief
there is no limit to what they can achieve.
Collborative learning
GDST schools regularly collaborate for learning. Recently
Year 8 joined a geography sleuthing workshop when
Blackheath High School, Putney High School and Norwich High
School joined forces with PHS to encourage pupils to stretch
themselves with mystery tours and maps, puzzle solving, energy
and design challenges.
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Parental talks
Over the last year the GDST have organised a series of talks
aimed at supporting parents as they navigate the sometimes
tricky waters of raising their daughters. The talks have covered
a diverse range of topics such as body image, eating for health
and positive mood, soft drugs and preventing mental health
problems in children. All the talks have been presented online
by professionals dedicated to helping young people as they
grow and develop and parents have found them a valuable
source of guidance.
Portsmouth High School, Kent Road, Southsea, Hampshire PO5 3EQ
www.portsmouthhigh.co.uk  admissions@por.gdst.net
 023 9282 6714

